






State of the art and future potential of lasers for
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The laser beam gained importance as a tool for processing polymers at a similarly early stage as for
metals. Since the 1980s, the laser beam has been used industrially for welding, cutting and marking
applications on plastic materials.
Due to the material composition and the resulting absorption properties, a whole range of laser types
can be used as tools for machining of non-transparent polymer materials, which are also used for metallic materials. Compared to metals, however, not all polymeric materials go through reversible phase
changes, so that materials with a low decomposition temperature can only be processed with the laser
to a limited extent. For the most part, transparent polymers also behave differently than other transparent
material classes such as glasses and inorganic crystals.
Ultrashort pulse lasers have established themselves as tools for micro-machining since the 2000s. Initially employed as a tool for high-precision cutting of medical technology products and for micro-machining applications in the watch industry, these types of laser have gained enormous importance for the
manufacturing of semi-finished products in consumer electronics. The spectrum ranges from cutting
displays and optical glasses made of sapphire or hardened glass to the structuring the surfaces of optical
components.
In addition, ultrashort pulse lasers are increasingly being used for the production of tools and molded
tool parts. Compared to classic machining processes and eroding, ablation by means of ultra-short pulse
laser pulses is characterized by very high flexibility and high precision combined with a high level of
design freedom in the 3D space. Due to the short pulse length, there is only very little thermal input into
the material.
Both with respect to transparent materials themselves and for molding tools used in replication processes, there is an interesting and large potential for polymers to take advantage of ultrashort pulse
laser ablation.
On the one hand, this concerns the use of the laser tool for the production of injection molding tools with
a high level of utility in terms of structural accuracy, variety of geometries as well as manufacturing time
and costs.
On the other hand, first results indicate that ultrashort pulses are also suitable for direct surface structuring of some transparent polymers, so that replication becomes obsolete. Thus, there is concrete potential for direct manufacturing of optical elements by means of laser micro-structuring, which opens up
promising new application possibilities for transparent polymers.
In this talk, an overview of the state of the art of laser micro-machining and an outlook on current research and development work will be presented.

Figure 1: laser machined microstructure
on stainless steel injection molding tool

Figure 2: direct laser machined
structure on PEEK foil
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Micro/nano surface structures have been widely used in microfluidics, bionic functionalities, haptic effects,
hydrophobic and hydrophilic structures, in areas that are as diverse as diagnostics, medical devices, and optics[1].
When prototyping and mass-producing such polymeric micro/nano components using moulding or forming
processes, it is distortion and damage of surface features that are the most common defects, caused by interfacial
friction and adhesion (Figure 1 (a)). This eventually causes problems of bonding delamination, functional failure
and poor imaging quality. Surface coatings are normally used to reduce friction. However, coatings, such as
molecular coatings, gas-phase lubricants, and liquid lubricants, are easily worn off, evaporate or cause
contamination. Hard coatings, such as MoS2, fluoropolymer coatings, diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating, can
peel off from a mould during demoulding,due to residual stress, poor adhesion and may not sustain with high
temperature. Applying a coating could change the dimensions of nanometric scale structures and it is difficult to
uniformly coat the sidewall of a micro mould cavity, particularly if it has a narrow entrance or high aspect ratio.
We have developed patent-pending technology of fabrication of 2D material reinforced nanocomposite micro/nano
mould. Layered 2D materials, including graphene oxide (GO), molybdenum disulfate (MoS2), and tungsten
disulfide (WS2), were used as dispersed phase in electroforming electrolytes for fabrication of precision selflubricating mould [2]. Our results demonstrated that nickel/WS2 mould tools presented the most significant
microhardness improvement, followed by nickel/GO and nickel/MoS2 mould tools, respectively. Maximum
microhardness of ~660 HV together with the minimum crystallite size of 12 nm, was achieved from 0.5 g/L WS2,
indicating a 3.67 times microhardness increase and 3 times crystallite size reduction relative to pure nickel mould
tool. The enhanced microhardness can be attributed to 2D materials-induced crystal refinement, inherent hardness,
and incorporation content of 2D materials. Additionally, friction and wear tests revealed that a low concentration
(0.14 g/L) of WS2 achieved the lowest coefficient of friction (COF) and superior wear resistance, where the COF
in the initial friction stage and stable wear stage was 0.08 and 0.18, respectively, implying a decrease of 42.8%
and 72.3%, respectively, and 27 times increase in a lifetime in the initial friction stage, compared with those of
pure nickel mould tool. Such a significant improvement in tribological properties was due to the formation of selflubricating transfer film by the interlayer shear effect of few-layered 2D materials nanosheets. In all, this work
developed a new concept of high-performance 2D materials-based nickel composite mould tools and validates
their mechanical and tribological performance enhancement for potential micro/nano mould tool applications.

Figure 1: Concept of self-lubricating mould and initial validation: (a) concept; (b) hardness of electroformed
mould; (c) tribology properties and (d) morphology.
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Manufacturing asymmetric micro-optical components while maintaining the lowest possible roughness
values is a challenge. Conventional processes (except the LIGA process) lead to increased surface
roughness which is not suitable for optical applications. Depending on the process, different roughness
values are obtained, leading to widening of the light beams, and causing diffuse light scattering.
In the search for suitable process chains to produce micro-optical freeform surfaces, two processes are
being investigated at INKA. TASTE (Thermally Activated Selective Topography Equilibration) [1], a process originally developed at PSI, was adapted to higher roughness values at INKA and successfully
implemented in a process chain. The method was successfully used for the simulation and validation of
micro-optical freeform surfaces at CSEM [2]. However, the TASTE process chain is quite complex,
which is why the application possibilities of the method remain limited.
The principle of CO2 laser assisted surface smoothing (CLASS) has also been demonstrated at INKA.
CLASS has the potential to overcome the limitations of the TASTE process. Due to the heat coupling
by the CO2 laser, the process is suitable for a wider range of polymers with respect to their glass transitions. Even larger initial roughness can be smoothened without affecting the dimensional stability.
The high speed of the CLASS process allows efficient implementation into existing process chains. The
aspects of heat build-up and different roughness types require more detailed investigations of the process under stable boundary conditions. These and other aspects of laser micromachining of polymers
are investigated within several ongoing research projects with diverse funding background [3].
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Figure 1: Origination of super-smooth micro-optical elements: a) TASTE process on a micro-optical
free-form surface. b) CLASS process on a laser-ablated optical microstructure. The roughness values
could be reduced by a factor of four. c) Comparison of both methods on the same microstructure,
demonstrating that CLASS allows smoothing of a higher initial surface roughness than TASTE.
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Microlens Imprint for Automotive Lighting
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Refractive and diffractive micro-optical components are a very promising novel approach for illumination
in automotive lighting. The first application was a microlens-array-based projectors for a welcome light
carpet (BMW) invented by the Fraunhofer IOF in 2014. Today, micro-optics is used for illumination and
projection within head lights, interior and exterior lighting, rear lights and LIDAR.
The preferred manufacturing technology is SUSS microlens imprint lithography (SMILE) using a mask
aligner to imprint microlens arrays (MLA) or diffractive optical components (DOE) onto one or two sides
of a glass wafer (C1, C4, C5). Wafers with microlens arrays, aperture arrays, structured absorbers or
other structures are the stacked in a mask aligner (C3, C6). We will present an overview of state-of-theart of manufacturing technology and applications.

C1: Micro-Optics wafer
manufacturing in cleanroom

C2: Microlens Array (MLA) for C3: Wafer-Level Packaging (WLP) of
Array-Projector (light carpet) Wafer-Level Optics (WLO)

C4: SUSS Mask Aligner for
C5: Scheme of a microlens
Microlens Imprint Lithography array projector (top) and
(SMILE)
imprint process (below)

C6: Scheme of a complex WaferLevel Optical module comprising
different lens and aperture layers.

Figure 1: Important elements in the manufacturing of microlens arrays (C1 to C4) and schematic
illustrations of target applications (C5 to C6).
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Serial macromolecular crystallography is a powerful new method for protein structure determination at
X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) and synchrotron X-ray sources [1,2]. It is based on collecting diffraction patterns from large numbers of small protein crystals and allows solving protein structures directly
from protein microcrystals, which are too small for standard X-ray techniques. To deliver the protein
microcrystals at high frequency to the probing X-ray beam, novel protein crystal handling methods such
as the so-called fixed target technology have been developed. In this approach, the crystalline sample
is deposited on a thin film support, which is mounted on a scanning stage and scanned across the beam,
thus sequentially probing the individual microcrystals with the tightly focused x-rays.
Here, we present fabrication strategies for polymer-based supports, which take advantage of the low Xray absorption and scattering background of polymer materials, the absence of X-ray diffraction if using
amorphous polymers, the high design flexibility and the potential for mass-fabrication at low cost. We
will discuss our developments for measurements at cryo-conditions, where efficient blotting of the crystallization buffer is of highest importance, as well as for studies at room temperature, where specially
designed enclosures protect the protein crystals from drying out and denaturation.
For cryo-applications, perforated polymer films as thin as 2–3 µm are produced using nanoimprint
lithography (Fig. 1) [3]. A stamp with arrays of micro-pillars is embossed into a spin-coated double-layer,
which consists of 2–3 µm COC on top of a water-soluble interlayer. After a short plasma etch to remove
the residual layer in the embossed holes, a supporting frame is 3D-printed directly onto the membrane,
and the supports are released from the underlying silicon wafer by immersion into water, which dissolves
the water-soluble polymer. Perforations of 2–3 µm in diameter at 4–6 µm period were found to provide
high blotting efficiency, while the film maintained sufficient stability for deposition of the protein crystal
suspension and subsequent cryogenic flash-cooling. X-ray diffraction with very low scattering background signal has been demonstrated in experiments at both synchrotron and XFEL sources.
For room temperature measurements, we developed an entirely polymeric enclosure system consisting
of 3D-printed top and bottom frames with a suspended continuous polymer film of a few micrometers in
thickness, which can slide onto a frame holding a central support membrane. In this case, the central
membrane was 25-50 µm thick with imprinted pyramidal shaped holes. It is designed for capturing individual protein crystals at predefined positions in order to optimize the hit-rate of the probing X-ray beam.
The enclosure system maintained enough humidity to keep protein crystals stable during XFEL-experiments of up to one hour.

Figure 1. From left to right: Fabrication of ultrathin perforated polymer supports; support mounted on a
sample holder; optical images of deposited microcrystals; SEM images of the perforated membrane.
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Nanoimprint and metallo-dielectric coatings for high field of view
diffractive optical couplers and narrowband filters
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We report on a nanoimprinted diffractive waveguide with refractive index superior to 1.9, for a field of view of 60°.
A coupling efficiency above 50% average over the entire field of view and for unpolarized light is obtained by subsequent thin film coating of index 2.3. We also use dielectric and metallic thin film coatings on nanoimprinted gratings to generate narrowband filters for multispectral imaging applications.

Diffractive couplers are essential components in waveguide combiners for augmented reality. This approach shows limitations in the field of view, determined by the waveguide refractive index. Nanoimprinting with large refractive indexes overcome this limitation. By using a nanoimprint process for indexes above 1.9, we can manufacture a waveguide combiner with a field of view of 60° of the transported image (Fig. 1a-b). Another limitation is in the efficiency of the incoupling grating, which is limited
by the aspect ratio of the imprinted structures. Using a high index dielectric coating (ZnS), we can enhance the efficiency above 50% for the entire field of view and for unpolarized light. This effect is obtained through the excitation of guided mode resonances in the optical coupler [1].
Nanoimprint and thin film coatings have also been reported to generate filtering in the zeroth order of
transmission through the excitation of surface plasmon resonances. Thanks to nanostructured filters,
the fabrication process of filter arrays requires only a few process steps. As only a variation of the underlying grating periodicity is necessary to generate the different filters. A common imprint master can
be used to all filters. However, surface plasmons suffer from optical losses and the resulting filter bandwidth is relatively large, especially in the visible range. We show that nanoimprinted hybrid metallodielectric filters yield a bandwidth of 20nm, while keeping a good blocking rate (Fig. 1c-d) [2].
Nanoimprint and thin film coatings together enable the manufacturing of a broad range of devices with
tailored functionalities. Applications include augmented reality, multispectral imagers or optical sensors.

Figure 1: (a) Waveguide combiner for augmented reality based on 1.9+ refractive index UV nanoimprint. (b) Microscopic cross section of the grating coupler. (c) Resonance mechanism of narrowband
filters based on corrugated metallo-dielectric thin films. (d) Measured transmittance spectrum.
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As of April 24th 2021, the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic has infected 146m people and caused more than
3m fatalities in more than 200 countries worldwide. Second, third and fourth waves of the virus are still occurring
around the world. With the continuing crisis, researchers and companies are actively developing technologies to
combat and cope with this and variant corona viruses. Thanks to the recent advent of several COVID-19 vaccines,
the efforts against the pandemic have now reached a historic turning point. However, living with the coronavirus
into the future is increasingly likely, due to its pervasiveness and its continuing mutation. Plastic products,
including food packaging and commodity plastic products are widely used in all our daily lives. Recent research
has confirmed that SARS-CoV-2 can remain active on plastic for 72 h, which poses a high risk of indirect
transmission by touching contaminated surfaces [1]. Even though plastic surfaces can be disinfected using ethanol,
hydrogen peroxide, or sodium hypochlorite, the process of sanitisation is laborious and requires the use of cleaning
agents, can be difficult to achieve and needs periodic repetition, which is not always feasible [2].
We have developed a versatile and highly efficient polymer film to deactivate SARS-CoV-2 using
nanoparticle coatings on nano-scale conical pillars using ultrasonic spray coating and nanoimprinting (Fig. 1). The
nano-structural design potentially increases the effective contact area of SARS-CoV-2 with nanoparticle coatings
for more efficient deactivation. Antiviral assays were carried out on 15 samples and infectivity quantified using
the Tissue Culture Infectious Dose (TCID50). Original PE and PET films showed no antiviral properties using a
full length clinical isolate of SARS-CoV-2 (2019-nCoV/Italy-INMI-1). Similarly, patterned surfaces also
displayed no antiviral activity. Upon the coating of NPs on the film, significant deactivation of SARS-Cov-2 was
observed after only one-hour viral contact. AgNPs were found to be more effective in their antiviral function than
CuNPs. In general, a 100-fold reduction in infectivity could be achieved merely after 1 hour contact with the
functionalized films using our designed protocol. Nanopatterns were confirmed to enhance the anti-COVID
effectiveness by increasing the contact area. This project provides a novel, scalable, low-cost production method
for fabrication of anti-virus films.

Figure 1: Concept of nanopatterned antiviral film: (a) concept; (b) Films coated with nanopatterns and AgNPs
and CuNPs; (c) anti-COVID 19 assessments of treated films using TCID50 assay.
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Microfabrication of shape and size specific hydrogels to serve as
artificial red blood cells
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Donor blood is a vital resource to account for blood loss experienced during accidents, trauma and
surgeries. The collection, storage and transfusion of this blood is however a tedious process. This is
due to hindrances associated with its short shelf life, limited availability, risks of disease transmission
and the need for typing and matching to name a few. 1 Thus, the creation of red blood cell substitutes
(RBCS) is an important challenge in the biomedical field. Several RBCS have been reported and some
have even received limited approval for use in critical situations where donor blood is not available.2
However, an important limitation of the reported RBCS is their short circulation life-times. In order to
meet the high oxygen demands of our bodies, RBCS displaying extended vascular residence times are
highly sought after.
Unlike native RBC, most of the current RBCS are spherical assemblies, since they have been mainly
fabricated by bottom-up approaches.3 Thus, we hypothesize that by mimicking the unique physical aspects of native RBC, we can create RBCS with longer circulation times than those reported so far.
Therefore, we aim to create a library of biomimetic hydrogel microparticles with varying shapes and
sizes to achieve long circulating RBCS.
Hydrogel microparticles maintaining the aspect ratio of RBC in various shapes and sizes were fabricated
to serve as a preliminary library for RBCS. To fabricate these, a master template in Silicon with features
identical with those of the desired particles was fabricated by using photolithography and reactive ion
etching (RIE) (Fig.1A). Arrays of 25 µm tall circular, elliptical, square and rod-shaped structures were
obtained. The fabricated master was used to imprint wells with the inverse geometry in a Cyclo Olefin
Polymer (COP) sheet by hot embossing (Fig.1B). The non-toxic flexible COP stamp was wetted with
uncured Polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogel formulation and the solution was pressed into the wells by
roll-to-plate embossing. Next, a flexible Poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA) substrate was placed onto the filled
COP stamp. The stack was subjected to high pressure and the hydrogels were cross-linked in a UV
nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) system. In this process, the COP stamp mechanically punched
through the hydrogel flash layer and the PEG hydrogel microparticles were transferred onto the PVA
substrate (Fig.1C). The hydrogels were then easily harvested by dissolving the water soluble PVA substrate.
The loading of the fabricated hydrogel particles with hemoglobin is currently being explored.

Figure 1: SEM images of the 100 µm x 25 µm x 25 µm rod shaped - (a) structures fabricated on a Si
master template by photolithography and RIE, (b) wells imprinted on a COP foil via hot embossing and
(c) PEG hydrogel microparticles on a PVA substrate fabricated by roll-to-plate embossing and UV
nanoimprint lithography
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Hierarchical Carbons and Ceramics via Polymer Replication at the
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Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and micro-replication technologies provide pathways for the rapid and
cost-effective patterning of polymer substrates. Unfortunately these same approaches can’t often be
practically applied directly to other functional materials, including metal oxides, ceramics, carbons and
carbon/graphene composites. Recently we outlined an approach for creating patterned crystalline metal
oxides for applications in optics, energy storage and injection mold inserts by combining NIL with nanoparticle-based inks.1,2 Here we demonstrate a rapid and efficient approach to patterned ceramics, mesoporous carbons and carbon/graphene composites by first imprinting a polymeric precursor to the desired materials and then converting that material to the target ceramic or carbon composition within
milliseconds using flash photothermal processing. Moreover functional, hierarchical materials can be
produced by using NIL to pattern the materials at the 100s of nm to micron scales while simultaneously
using self-assembly of the polymeric precursors to control architectures within the patterned materials
at the sub-100 nm scale.
Patterned ceramics including silicon carbide (SiC), silicon oxycarbide (SiOC) and silicon nitride (SiN)
are important materials for use in harsh environments, and in some cases energy storage, where their
excellent mechanical and refractory properties benefit the applications. Over the past several decades,
preceramic polymers that can converted to the desired ceramic phase have garnered significant attention. One downside of the use of such preceramic polymers is the significant thermal processing times
required for their conversion. Recently we demonstrated that high quality SiC and SiOC can be produced
within milliseconds via photothermal pyrolysis of polycarbosilanes and polysiloxanes using a high-intensity pulsed xenon flash lamp in air at room temperature.3 The millisecond duration of the pulse is shorter
than the thermal equilibrium time of the preceramic polymers, enabling conversion to the ceramic phase
prior to significant energy transfer to the substrate. This process is therefore unique for ceramic processing on or adjacent to thermally sensitive materials. Patterned ceramics can be easily produced by
simply imprinting the preceramic polymer prior to pulsed flash lamp processing. We provide several
examples and demonstrate the utility of the materials for electrochemical energy storage.
Mesoporous carbons are attractive for energy storage as electrodes for batteries and supercapacitors
as well as a myriad of other applications. Materials with controlled nanoscale porosity can be produced
via carbonization of carbon precursors structured via self-assembly using block copolymers (BCPs),
wherein once phase of the BCP serves as a sacrificial porogen during carbonization. In this regard the
structure of the self-assembled polymer precursor is replicated in the carbon. Recently we demonstrated that pore size range in mesoporous carbons can be significantly extended to up to 100 nm by
using brush block copolymers as templates for the precursor.4 Moreover, we further demonstrated that
simple pattering of the self-assembled carbon precursors using NIL prior to thermal or photothermal
carbonization yields hierarchical carbon structures with excellent performance in energy storage applications, including batteries and supercapacitors.5
In summary, recent years have shown significant progress towards the use of polymer replications at
the nanoscale to yield functional materials and devices comprised of materials that do not benefit from
the same ease of direct processing and patterning approaches that can be applied to the polymers
themselves. Combinations of polymer patterning techniques with rapid and efficient post-pattering approaches to materials chemistry and conversion, such as high intensity photothermal processing using
flash lamps, offers new opportunities for efficient and cost-effective device fabrication across a variety
of materials sets.

Figure 1. Patterned SiC ceramic produced by imprinting a polycarbosilane preceramic polymer followed by flash lamp processing to yield SiC within seconds. Patterned mesoporous carbon composite
lithium ion battery anode produced by imprinting a self-assembled carbon precursor film followed by
photothermal processing. The cross-section reveals its hierarchical structure, which results from combining polymer replications by self-assembly and NIL.
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Thermoplastic 3D nanofluidic devices for biosensing
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In typical micro and nanofluidic devices, the channel’s height (along the z-axis) remains constant [1].
However, by varying the latter, many new functionalities, such as, for instance, advanced flow focusing
can be realized [2]. We use state-of-the-art nanofabrication methods and cost-effective replication techniques to fabricate three-dimensional (3D) capillary nanofluidic devices capable of precise particle manipulations in the sub-micron regime.
Our design and fabrication methods that we developed enable nanoscale topography variation on a
millimeter length scale in a well-controlled manner. We used grayscale electron beam lithography (gEBL) to pattern a nanofluidic device containing a 3D profile in its channel [3]. However, as g-EBL is a
direct writing technique, its upscaling potential is inherently limited. In an effort to address this, we replicated the high-resolution e-beam structure into Ormostamp (Microresist). This negative copy (master)
contains all the nanoscale topographical features present in the original design. After the application of
an anti-adhesion silane coating, can be used in nano-imprint lithography. Here, we hot embossed the
master structure into a poly(methyl methacrylate) film. The 3D nanoscale profile was well-retained
throughout the fabrication process (Fig. 3).
The device fabrication was finalized by closing the nanofluidic channels with an unpatterned optical
grade PMMA film. To do so, the surfaces of both the imprinted and non-imprinted PMMA films were
activated through UV/Ozone-exposure at 172 nm. This highly energetic exposure reduces the average
molecular weight at the surface with respect to the bulk material [4]. As a consequence, the glass transition temperature is also reduced, allowing for thermal bonding at lower temperatures without causing
device deformation. The particle sorting capabilities of the devices were tested in a proof-of-principle
experiment. More specifically, a mixture of calibration-grade fluorescent polystyrene particles of different
sizes was loaded into the 3D PMMA device. Their trapping position was measured through confocal
fluorescence microscopy and confirmed size-dependent immobilization of the particles down to a diameter 500 nm.
As an alternate device fabrication route, injection molding in combination with g-EBL was investigated.
We show that it is possible to directly perform nickel electroforming from g-EBL structures in PMMA
resist to reliably fabricate a high-quality nickel shim. As an additional benefit, the sub-field stitching lines
in the e-beam resist were smoothed out when transferred to the nickel shim, reducing the overall pattern
roughness (Fig. 4). The nickel shim was used to injection mold 3D nanofluidic devices in PMMA and
cyclic-olefin polymer (COP) (Fig. 5). The injection-molded devices contain various structures, such as
rectangular lines, which simultaneously offer support during bonding and enable a higher degree of
control over the fluid filling front upon device loading (Fig. 6).
In our ongoing work, we aim to use distinct size-dependent immobilized particles to perform multiplexed
on-chip immunoassays for a variety of diseases. Moreover, to minimize sample handling and accelerate
antibody detection, we are working on the integration of different functionalities, such as the on-chip
isolation of blood plasma, directly from whole blood.
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Figure 1. A schematic illustrating the two investigated fabrication routes for 3D nanofluidic thermoplastic devices:
nano-imprint lithography (top) and injection molding (bottom)

Figure 3. 3D profile during nano-imprint
fabrication route

Figure 4. AFM images of the nanofluidic inflow region at different fabrication steps showing decreasing roughness. Scale bar is 5 µm.

Figure 5. Injection-molded PMMA part
with four bonded nanofluidic devices.

Figure 6: Injection molded line structures inside nanofluidic device for additional support during bonding. Scale bar in micron.

A traceability system for injection moulding
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We have recently developed a system for introducing traceability in injection moulding, by means of
nanostructured 2D barcodes. The system overcomes several of the practical issues in Direct Part Marking, allowing scannable markings on smaller plastic parts than has been practical before.
Traceability developments, also in plastic manufacturing, have been driven by various industry needs –
from food to auto to pharma, industries are required to re-call products when systematic manufacturing
defects are found. However, the marking of plastic products has remained difficult until now, as cost,
complexity and risk of marking is often considered prohibitive. Hence, most plastic components have no
or rudimentary markings today. One way to overcome this would be with a marking system that marks
within the moulding cavity, which requires flexibility and adequate contrast of the markings.
Most plastic components have high complexity due to functionality, materials choice, aesthetics, and
need to reduce material consumption. Hence, the available space for marking is typically limited, especially for smaller parts. Further, when barcode size is reduced, the graining of pixel boundaries can
cause barcodes to become poor quality. Finally, plastic comes in a variety of colors, and especially white
plastic can be difficult to mark with scannable barcodes.
We have developed a system which enables 2D barcodes replicated on plastic parts during the moulding
cycle. The barcodes are based on box-shaped nanostructures with diffraction. Mastering occurs by lithographical means, while implementation on steel insert tools occurs via a coating protocol. Replicated
barcodes can be scanned directly from the plastic by various means. We present this approach as a
general method to achieve traceability for some plastic parts, in production and beyond. The method is
currently offered to potential customers under a brand name.

Figure 1: (left) A mould part having two inserts of differing sizes. (center) The moulded part, showing
detectable barcodes within protective frames. (right) A moulded part (PP) showing a 3x3 mm2 barcode
of Datamatrix 10x10 symbology, decoding as [004001].

Microtexturization of liquid silicone rubber surfaces by injection
moulding using hybrid polymer inlays
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Micro and nanotexturization of polymeric surfaces may provide different functionalities, such as superhydrophobicity, self-cleaning or antibacterial capabilities. These surface texture properties are promising
for many surface engineering applications. In this work, the replication of textures was carried out by
liquid silicone rubber (LSR) injection moulding. LSR has a great interest in the medical industry due to
its biocompatibility. These medical applications have interesting synergies with surface texturing since
it is possible to obtain pieces with antibacterial properties, cell alignments and tunable wettability. The
replication process consists of the overmoulding of a polymeric textured film. At the end of the process,
a textured part is obtained while the imprinted film remains in the mould. This film can be used in several
replication cycles. Textured polymeric films were obtained by nanoimprint lithography, which is more
effective than using textured moulds. Also, textured films present a heat-insulating capability, which
delays the silicone vulcanization and allows a complete filling of nanostructures [1]. The flexibility of
these films during mould release can help prevent the breakage of micro-textures. Moreover, the low
viscosity attained during the processing of LSR makes it a good candidate for surface replication [2].
The present work aims to study the replication of different shaped textures in a diameter range between
2 and 50 m. The injection moulding parameters were optimized to increase the replication grade. Furthermore, the influence of both the texture position concerning the injection point and the thickness of
the part have been evaluated. The resulting improvements in the wettability behaviour and cell alignment
of the textured surfaces have been determined and discussed.

Figure 1: (a) Photograph of texturized surface of a silicone part. (b) Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image of pillars of 10 µm of diameters and 2 µm height. (c) Changes in contact angle of a drop
in the flat and textured surface.
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Replication of hierarchichal nanostructures on Polycarbonate via
Isothermal injection moulding using NIL-textured films
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Polycarbonate is a thermoplastic material of great interest for a variety of uses and applications in sectors such as automotive, optics, health-monitoring and analytical devices, consumer electronics…etc.
The surface properties of this polymer can be modified and enhanced in order to provide it with added
functionalities, increasing its uses and applications. Such added functionalities include modification of
surface-wetting properties, special optical characteristics or even modification of mechanical properties
such as friction or abrasion.
In the research we intend to present, the obtention of periodical micro- and nanotextures on the surface
on polycarbonate parts is explored using injection moulding to manufacture the final parts, while
Nanoimprint lithography is used as replication method to obtain the textured template films, both in
coated and uncoated state. Thermoforming is also explored as a transformation technology to obtain
3D nanotextured shaped films with potential uses and relevance as functionalized decorative films on
IMD, IML or IME manufacturing processes.
The use of such type of polymeric inserts provides the benefit of a low cost tooling and enables the
thermoplastic processing at lower temperatures and with less complex tooling than when using metallic
inserts, but still some improvements related to insert durability, process consistency have to be addressed.
The obtention process of the initial textured films, injection moulded parts and thermoformed films is
covered in this research, and the findings related to the initial replication method, injection moulding and
thermoforming process conditions and characterization of the samples will be explained. Broadly speaking, two main findings are reported: isothermal injection moulding can successfully replicate 3-level hierarchical micro/nanostructures on polycarbonate, and the preservation of hydrophobic characteristics
up until substantial draw ratios (significant for the mentioned film-based fabrication techniques) in the
case of the microtextured & thermoformed PC films that are latter thermoformed is achieved.
In future research, the process robustness and optimization, tooling durability and further specialized
characterization associated to the presence of specific nanostructures will be carried out.

Figure 1: Details of the initial Si-stamp with three hierarchical levels (upper left), PDMS replica (upper
right) and resulting injected polycarbonate part (lower left). Also, an image of the thermoformed structured films is shown.
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The individual watermark for plastics: creating the digital twin
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Individual marking of plastic products is important for many applications such as quality control, individual device identification, logistics, and it is even mandatory for MedTech products (e.g. UDI) and certain
automotive parts. Today’s standards are laser engraving, ink jetting, and adhesive labels, which are all
downstream processes adding time, space, complexity by handling automation, and costs to marking.
The marking market is $7 billion by 2024, over 14’000 companies in EU are operating as plastics manufacturer.
matriq has invented and patented a technology called DynamicMold that enables marking with individual
2D codes directly inside the forming process, i.e. inside the injection molding machine. This is also
referred to as direct part marking. A mold insert is introduced into the mold, in the same way comparable
with temperature or pressure sensors, Figure 1. This insert issues a digital date/time stamp or a DataMatrix code (ECC 200) on each injection-molded device within a few tens of microseconds, in such a
way that the cycling time is unchanged. 1016 different error-correcting codes are accessible using a 14by-14 DataMatrix code generator, matriq’s DM-qode mold insert.
Nearly 200 individually addressable heaters create a contrast pattern onto the surface of each injectionmolded piece. Microtechnology (MEMS) enables the fabrication of these tiny heater arrays with their
unprecedented performance in the harsh environment of injection molding, sustaining pressures of up
to 2000 bars, mold temperatures up to 150 °C and polymer temperatures up to 400 °C. Up to 700 °C
heat pulses can be generated. The triggering for marking is autarkic and machine independent. Interfacing to business and production software (MES, ERP) is given through OPC UA. A built-in applicationspecific integrated circuit (ASIC) was designed to give every mold insert a unique control.
Using these individual 2D codes it is feasible to serialize every single product and create a digital twin
from each of them (out of billions in a series). The mold insert carries sensors that monitor the molding
process inside the cavity. The electronic surveys the microheater constantly. Process data and date of
use and user of the device can be associated and aligned during their life cycle along the value chain
of the product.
matriq was founded 2019 as a spin-off from the Eastern Switzerland University of Applied Sciences OST
(formerly NTB, Institute for Micro- and Nanotechnology) and is based in St. Gallen in the Innovation
Center Startfeld.
In conclusion, matriq’s DynamicMold provides the unique watermark for plastics for traceability, identity,
brand trust, and industry 4.0.

Figure 1: (left) A pen-sized mold insert is placed into the mold for individual direct part marking and
replaced downstream marking processes and complex robotic handling systems. (right) A marked
plastic product (here a microtiter plate) carries a DataMatrix code on its surface.

Figure 2: (left) Typical two cavity mold setup with matriq mold inserts. The generated codes
are coordinated and stored in the database. With a reader app all code-linked parameters
can be accessed and directly associated with the production data and its digital twin. (right)
Picture of matriq’s DM-date, the first digital date&time stamp for injection molding.
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How to keep a good skin without peeling: bonding of a roll-to-roll
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Back injection molding (BIM) is a mass-manufacturing process for adding films with integrated functions
onto the surface of bulky plastic products. In addition to its traditional use in surface decorating, labeling
and laminating plastic products, BIM also offers a fast solution of integrating printed flexible electronics
onto 3-dimensional polymer parts. We have utilized this fabrication process that combines the planar
surface patterning by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and BIM, which realizes embedded sub-micron wide,
millimeter long conductive metal wires on a cylinder-shaped surface [1,2]. In comparison to normal injection molding (IM), where the plastic part replicates the surface pattern from a patterned cavity surface,
BIM enables to independently pattern a flat polymer film (skin) and then bond it to a plastic element
(body) during the BIM process. The hybrid part forms upon filling a mold cavity with a viscous melt. We
have performed initial research with an amorphous thermoplastic polymer, poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) as both film and melt [2]. Good bonding conditions can be found for PMMA, when materials
with similar Tg are used. However, further investigation is needed on materials such as polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) that is conventionally used as substrate for flexible electronics. In this case, the melt
for constituting the polymer element can be either PMMA, as in the previous research, or PET. The
specific challenge is then to find good bonding conditions, since as a semi-crystalline polymer, PET
does not have a pronounced Tg and therefore the interdiffusion of polymer chains during bonding is
limited in comparison to the amorphous PMMA.
As an extension to our previous work focusing on PMMA, we demonstrate the combination of roll-to-roll
extrusion coating (R2R-EC) and BIM to fabricate micro- and nanostructured double-layer polymer films
on non-flat surfaces and compare it to the results obtained with NIL [3]. In R2R-EC, a molten polymer
film is extruded through a flat nozzle, then stretched and finally laminated onto a carrier film (substrate).
At Ttool of 40°C, the PET film bonds weakly with solidified PET melt, and the bonding is enhanced as
Ttool increases. However, the film can still be peeled off from the surface with gentle force, e.g., by hand.
Surface activation, such as oxygen plasma treatment on the PET film surface, significantly strengthens
the bonding between the film and the solidified melt. Already with a mild activation, the bonded PET
films cannot be detached without damaging the film. We made a hand-operated pull-off test to evaluate
the pull-off force of the bonded film. In both cases of PET/PET and PET/PMMA bonding, the pull-off
force is <1 N for non-treated films, and >10 N for plasma-treated films.
By demonstrating the combination of two state-of-the-art manufacturing processes, the use of more
complex geometries and polymers seem to be feasible to integrate micro to nanoscale structures and
electrically conductive wires onto non-flat surfaces.

Figure 1: Left side: Schematic of the BIM process. Right side: Bonding between PET film and PET
element (a) or PMMA element (b) without and with oxygen plasma surface activation.
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Top-down microfabrication technology can be applied to structure 100-300 mm Si wafers.1 However, for
some applications, e.g. in-plane optical elements for concentrated solar power, solar absorber foils, or lotus
effect surfaces, much larger areas of micro- of nanostructured surfaces are often required. In this talk, I will
discuss the roadmaps that can be used to replicate micro- and nanoscale structures, originated on small
substrates such as 100-150 mm Si wafers, to m2 areas in polymer materials, and how the replicated
surfaces subsequently can be post processed, e.g. stitched and surface functionalized by coating, using
industrial processes such as roll-to-roll extrusion coating (R2R-EC).2
.

Figure 1: Reproduced from Murthy et al.3 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. Example of large
area fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures by roll-to-roll extrusion coating (R2R-EC) and subsequent
metal coating with Al (a). Zoom in (b, c). SEM image of the nano-pit array formed in polypropylene (d)
by the R2R-EC process (e). Optical characterization and numerical simulations (f) of the resulting
composite structure sketched in (g).
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Freeform micro-optical elements (FMOEs) are applied in many different fields as automotive lighting,
aerospace, augmented reality, and precision engineering. Their non-symmetric shape can overcome
limitations of standard microlenses [1]. Advantages are for example elimination of aberrations, device
miniaturization and cost reduction. New technologies make fabrication of larger volume and higher precision possible [2], but the inspection is still a challenge due to complex shapes. Here we present advanced characterization of microstructured surfaces using a combination of experimental and computational methods.
We developed a method using measured surface topology and linking it to optical functionality [3]. The
measured shape of FMOEs is converted to a computational solid model, which can be used for optical
simulations. We developed a process to transform the 3D point cloud data to NURBS surfaces. This
type of surface representation allows processing very large data sets with high accuracy while keeping
the file size significantly lower compared to representation by polygon meshes. To analyze geometric
deviations which result in a change in optical functionality is particularly interesting for quality control
processes. Furthermore, we present results of FMOE characterization with an optical bench. With this
optical method, the microstructured surfaces are illuminated with a laser beam and the redistributed light
is recorded.

Figure 1: Left: NURBS surface representation based on measured surface topology. Right: Surface
characterization of FMOEs with confocal laser scanning microscope.
In summary, we show characterization of FMOEs by transforming the measured surface shape into a
computational 3D model, as well as using an optical bench to measure the light distribution resulting
from the shape the FMOEs. Our characterization methods may also be applied for applications going
beyond the field of optics. We see high potential for improved characterization of microstructured surfaces, whenever precise form investigation is important.
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Engineering and eventually controlling wettability of a surface has attracted a lot of attention within
the scientific community, in large part, due to the very broad spectrum of engineering applications associated with wetting. Numerous technological applications related to non-wetting textiles, anti-fogging,
anti-icing, buoyancy, flow improvement and antibiofouling have seen the light of day in the recent years.
Most of these engineering applications were inspired by the behavior of biological systems when
interacting with various liquids. Development of new and refinement of already existing technologies for
manufacturing materials that repel all kinds of liquids become increasingly important.
An improved wetting model was recently developed, which predicts topographical characteristics of
surface textures exhibiting superomniphobic traits. The new model is based on the well-understood and
readily used Cassie-Baxter model [1], providing, however, more realistic representations of the liquidair interface. This was accomplished by considering realistic curved liquid-air interfaces through incorporation of the sagging height into the original Cassie-Baxter model. The proposed model surpasses
existing limitations of the original Cassie-Baxter model thereby setting the foundations of a road map
towards surface topography optimization and, eventually, superomniphobicity [2].
The improved wetting model was recently extended to account for more complex 3D surface topographies, while, on the other side, it got validated through scrutinized comparison of predicted contact
angles with measured ones for a large variety of fabricated surface topographies and surface materials
[3]. Model predictions were consistently in remarkable agreement with experimental data (deviations of 3-6%) and, in most cases, within statistical inaccuracies of the experimental measurements.
Direct comparison between experiments and modeling results corroborated that surface topographies
featuring re-entrant geometries promoted enhanced liquid-repellency, whereas hierarchical multilevel
surface topographies enabled even more pronounced nonwetting behaviors. For the sinusoidal topography, consideration of a second superimposing topography level almost doubled the observed water
contact angles, whereas addition of a third level brought about an extra 12.5% increase in water contact
angle.
Modelling wettability accurately across different wetting liquids, surface materials and topographies sets
the foundations of a generic surface design methodology enabling tailored wetting properties for
numerous technological applications relevant to packaging, circular economy of materials, waste reduction, recycling, as well as conservation of energy and natural resources.

Figure 1: Nature itself can instigate and drive scientific innovation for the design of surface topographies
with superomniphobic traits.
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Ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) is a patterning technology to replicate micro- and nanostructures in a thin UV-curable resin. Morphotonics develops roll-to-plate UV-NIL equipment and processes
to pattern discrete, large area substrates with functionally textured layers.
Figure 1 (left) shows a schematic of the roll-to-plate imprint process, which uses four rollers, for imprinting and to guide a textured flexible stamp. The rollers are coated with an elastomeric layer. A pattern of
UV-curable resin droplets is dispensed on the substrate. The front imprint roller presses the flexible
stamp into the liquid UV-curable resin. The resin is cured between the two bottom rollers. A second
roller delaminates the flexible stamp from the hardened resin, leaving a negative image of the texture
on top of the substrate. Ideally, the final imprint layer has a small and uniform thickness over the entire
substrate area. Full understanding of the relevant physics of the imprint process is desired to be able to
further improve the predictability of the layer thickness for future applications.
In this work, a numerical model is developed to study the imprint layer height as a function of the process
variables: imprint force and speed, roller diameter, resin viscosity, and thickness and material properties
of the elastomeric layer. As a first step, the flexible stamp behavior is neglected (flat stamp, no textures),
which makes the process similar to roll coating at very low velocity [1]. The numerical model includes
multiple physics to form an Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication (EHL) model [2][3]. The resin flow and
elastic deformation of the elastomeric layer are modelled via lubrication theory and linear elasticity theory, respectively. Figure 1 (right) shows an exemplary result of the dimensionless resin film pressure
and layer height. An almost parallel fluid film develops in the contact zone. The film pressure lies close
to the Hertz dry contact pressure. The difference can be explained by the influence of the finite thickness
of the elastomeric layer of the imprint roller.
The EHL model has already proven to be a very useful tool to gain insight in the influence of the various
process variables on the imprint layer height. The first steps have been taken to accurately predict the
layer height. In future, the model will be extended with other aspects of the roll-to-plate imprint process,
such as the stamp behavior, influence of textures, substrate height variations, and boundary effects of
the finite line contact. With these extensions, the layer height prediction will be further improved.

Dispense

Flexible stamp

UV

UV curable resin
Substrate
Figure 1: Left: schematic of the Morphotonics roll-to-plate imprint process. Right: exemplary result of
the dimensionless pressure and film height in the EHL roller contact.
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Large area diffraction gratings for augmented reality
surface relief waveguide masters
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To meet the demand for high quality augmented reality displays with larger field of view, large eye box
and better image quality, large area diffraction gratings are needed. Across the industry different types
of surface relief gratings for in-coupling and out-coupling are used in the waveguide designs to achieve
the optimum performance of the waveguide. Typical gratings are slanted, blazed, binary and multi-level
gratings. NIL Technology offers solutions for all of the above-mentioned types of gratings meeting the
demand for high quality and size of in particular the output gratings from the market. The fabrication
processes allow for complete design freedom to combine all types of gratings at any given placement
and orientations.
Blazed gratings with pitches from 150 nm and up, with blaze angles from 10 to 50 degrees and very
small anti blaze has been demonstrated, Figure 1 shows an example of a blazed grating. The fabrication
technique ensures low surface roughness and high control of all design parameters.
Slanted gratings demonstrated by NIL Technology have high slant planarity, sharp corners and horizontal top and bottom planes, Figure 2 shows an example of a slanted grating.
Binary and multi-level gratings are typically used for out-coupling gratings, Figure 3 shows and example
of a large area binary grating. Typical sizes are up to 15 cm2 for the AR displays with the largest field
of view. These gratings are made with no visual stitch lines and a max error in pitch of 20 pm. The depth
uniformity is better than 5% across the gratings. Figure 4 shows schematics of a typical high level master
layout and Figure 5 an example of real device.

Figure 1. Blazed grating master with 325 nm
pitch, 25 nm antiblaze and 30° blazed angle.

Figure 4. (1) IG (in-coupling grating) – typically
blazed or slanted in mm2. (2) OG1 (out-coupling or expander) – typically binary or slanted
in cm2. (3) OG2 (out-coupling eye box) – typically binary or slanted in cm2.

Figure 2. An example of a slanted grating
master with 700 nm pitch and 45.5° blazed
angle

Figure 5. An example of real device and a representative example of waveguides
Figure 3. Cross section of large area binary
grating
.
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